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Carbon Credit Analytics API

Building confidence in carbon markets

Sylvera’s Carbon Credit Analytics helps new and 
experienced market participants analyze and compare the 
quality of carbon credit retirements across more than 8 
registries/standards, and match over 515 million retired 
credits to 1500+ companies.
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We've launched an API to allow our customers to manipulate, slice and dice the Carbon Credit Analytics data to get the most value out of it. The Carbon 
Credit Analytics API will have 6 GET endpoints to retrieve data. Each endpoint will provide different datasets users will be able to merge. 

What data is available via the API?

The Carbon Credit Analytics API will have 6 GET endpoints to retrieve data. Each endpoint will provide different datasets users will 
be able to merge.

 GET /retirements: Returns a paginated/sortable and filterable list of retirements including information on retirement year, volume of retired 
credits, data source, registry, and data qualifier. Optionally, related projects, companies, and industry data can be included in the request

 GET /retirement/:id: Returns information about an individual retirement including retirement year, volume of retired credits, data source, registry 
and data qualifier. Optionally, the related project, company and industry data can be included in the request

 GET /companies: Returns a paginated/sortable and filterable list of companies for which we hold retirement data. Optionally, related industry 
data can be included in the request

 GET /companies/:id: Returns the name of a company for which we hold retirement data. Optionally, related industry data can be included in the 
request.

 GET /industries: Returns a paginated/sortable and filterable list of industry names for which we hold retirement data
 GET /industries/:id: Returns the name of an industry for which we hold retirement data.

About the API

 Please contact info@sylvera.io to access our API documentation
 Authentication & Access: We use API Keys to authenticate on the API.
 What’s an API key? An API key is a unique identifier used to authenticate 

and authorize a user, developer, or calling program to an API.
 Carbon Credit Analytics users wishing to employ the API can create and 

manage their organizations’ API keys via our web platform.
 The API is based on the JSON API specification. There are a number of 

libraries in various languages that you can use to interact with it or you 
can do so directly as a REST API

 For more information about the API, see the API documentation linked 
above.
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Incentiv iz ing investment in real climate action
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